
Super Foot Warmer Floor Mat

    

Safe and economical – using one tenth
the energy of dangerous space heaters.

The Super Foot Warmer is
waterproof and designed to be
used indoor and outdoor
Uses only 135 watts; 90% less
than a standard 1,500 watt
space heater
TUV Certified to UL 499:2005
R3.06 (U. S. only, not Canada):
meeting strict safety standards
Warms cold feet directly
through shoes or boots
Perfect for under desks &
standing work stations
May be used to melt snow from
boots, leaving them warm & dry
Can be used in on hard surfaces
where water is often sprayed on
the floor
Super Foot Warmer Floor Mat
generates a radiant heat which
creates an extremely
comfortable even heat which
can reduce fatigue, increase
productivity and stimulate
circulation while sitting or
standing
Increased economy and safety!
Even should the Super Foot
Warmer Floor Mat be left on, it
assures safety and lower energy
costs than space heaters.
Ideal for people who spend long
hours on their feet or in cold
environments, including bank
tellers, toll booth operators,
warehouse workers, machinists
and any other users of space
heaters
Not recommended to be used
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with a thermostat or dimmer
switch. Once the mat reaches its
top temperature in 10-15
minutes, the mat is designed to
stay at the temperature for the
duration that it is plugged into a
power source.
Designed for use on hard floors
only (do not use on carpet)
Can be used outdoors
Dimensions: 36.25″ L X 16″ W X
.25″ Thick
Weight: 11 lbs
1.2 amps

There is a two year
warranty/replacement policy.

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission estimates that more than
25,000 residential fires every year are
associated with the use of room (space)
heaters. More than 300 persons die in
these fires. An estimated 6,000 persons
receive hospital emergency room care
for burn injuries associated with
contacting hot surfaces of room
heaters, mostly in non-fire situations.

What You Can Expect From The Super
Foot Warmer Floor Mat

When the room temperature is 68
degrees the floor temperature is
generally about 60 degrees except on
an outside wall. The floor temperature
on an outside wall could be as low as 53
degrees and could be colder on a slab
floor . This is why one experiences cold
feet and legs. The surface temperature
will vary depending upon the floor
temperature.

If the floor temperature is 64
degrees, the surface
temperature of the Super Foot
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Warmer Floor Mat will be
110-112 degrees.
If the floor temperature is 53
degrees, the surface of the
Super Foot Warmer Floor Mat
will be 105-108 degrees.

Foot Warmer Mats FAQs
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https://www.floormat.com/foot-warmer-mats-faqs/
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